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1. Introduction
Prime ideals in nonassociative rings have been defined by a number of
authors in different terms (for example, [1], [4], and [5]). In [5], the Brown-
McCoy type prime ideals and radical have been defined for Jordan rings by
using the quadratic operation. In [4], using ^-operation defined on the family
of ideals and a function defined on the ring, the results in [5] have been extended
to weakly PF-admissible rings which generalize many of the well known
nonassociative rings, in particular, alternative and Jordan rings.
For the associative case, the concept of prime ideals in the sense of McCoy
[2] was generalized in [3] by defining /-systems which generalize the m-systems
of McCoy. Also, /-primary ideals are defined in [3] and an analogue of the
uniqueness theorem of the Lasker-Noether decomposition in the commutative
case is proved for arbitrary associative rings in terms of /-primary ideals.
The essential purpose of this paper is to extend some of the results in [3]
for associative rings to arbitrary nonassociative rings. Using the same
function / as in [3] and the ^-operation, we give a definition of /-prime ideals
for arbitrary nonassociative rings. Under certain choices of the ^-operation
and the function / , our present /-prime ideals coincide with the prime ideals in
[5] for Jordan rings and those in [3] for associative rings. We also obtain
analogous results of/-primary decomposition in [3] for nonassociative rings.
2. f-prime ideals
Let R be an arbitrary nonassociative ring and let J(R) denote the family of
(two-sided) ideals in R.
DEFINITION 2.1. We define a ^-operation as a mapping of J(R)xJ(R)
into the family of additive subgroups of R such that
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( i) for A, B, C, and D in J(R)y if A^C and B c ΰ , then
(ii) A*B^A Π 5 for all A 5 in J(i?),
(iii) (A+C)*(B+C)^A*B+C for A £, C in J(R).
A similar operation to this defined in [4] and is a special case of the present
definition. Let R be a Jordan ring and let y U
x
=2(yx)x— yx2 for xy y in R. Let
BUA denote the additive subgroup (in fact, an ideal) of R generated by yUχy x
^A, y^B, for A, B in J(R). Then the [/-operation satisfies the conditions
above. More generally, for any positive integers my n> let p(xiy •••, xmy yiy ",yn)
be an element in the free nonassociative ring generated by the set {xly--y #w> JΊ>
••-,y
n
}. 'Letp(xly-"yxm,yly"'yyn)bt one such, that each monomial 'mp(xί9 ,
x
m>yi99">yn) is of degree > 1 in at least one of x/s and of y/s. For Ay B in
J(R), if we define A*B as the additive subgroup p(Ay ", A, By •••, B) generated
by the elements p(aly •••, amy biy •••, bn)y a£^Ay bj^By then A*B satisfies the
conditions in Definition 2.1.
As in [4] or [5] (or as one can easily verify), we have the following lemma:
Lemma 2.2. Let R be an arbitrary nonassociative ring where the ^-operation
is defined. For an ideal P of Ry the following are equivalent'.
( i ) // A*B^Pfor Ay B in J(R)y then either A^P or B^P.
(ii) If AΠ c{P)Φ0andBΓ\ c(P)Φ0, then A*Bf) c(P)^0forAyB in J(R)y
where c(P) is the complement of P in R.
(iii) // a and b are in c(P), then (a)*(b) Π £(P)Φ0, where (a) is the principal
ideal generated by a in R.
DEFINITION 2.3. An ideal P of R is called a *-ρrime (or simply prime)
ideal if it satisfies any one of Lemma 2.2. A nonempty subset M of R is called
a *-system if, for Ay B in J(R)y A Π MΦ0 and B Π M Φ 0 imply A*B Π MΦ0.
Hence an ideal P in R is prime if and only if c(P) is a *-system. The
prime ideals in this definition coincide with the /*-prime ideals in [4] in case
f(a)=(a) for all a in R. Let R be a Jordan ring. If we define A*B as AUBy the
*-prime ideals and *-systems coincide with the prime ideals and ^ -systems in
[5], respectively. In particular, if p(xiy y1)=x1y1 and A*B=p(Ay B)=ABy the
* -prime ideals are the prime ideals of McCoy in the associative case and the u-
prime ideals in [1] with u=x1x2.
DEFINITION 2.4. Let R be any nonassociative ring. Following [3], we
define / as a function of R into <3{R) such that, for every element a in Ry
( i ) a<=f(a)y and
(ii) x<=f(a)+A implies f(x)^f(a)+A for any ideal A in R.
A similar function to / has been defined in [4]. The principal ideal (a)
generated by a in R is an example off (a). More generally, for a subset S of Ry if
we let f(a)=(ay S)y the ideal generated by a and S in Ry then / satisfies the
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conditions. We note that f(a)={a) for all a in R if and only if/(0)=(0).
DEFINITION 2.5. A nonempty subset M of R is called an /-system if M
contains a * -system Mr such that f{a) Π M'Φ0 for every element α in M, where
M' is called a kernel of M.
For the associative case, the/-systems are defined in [3] by using the m-systems.
Any *-system is clearly an/-system. If f(a)=(ά) for all a in R> the /-systems
coincide with the *-systems. In fact, let A and B be ideals in R with A Π MΦ0
and B Π MΦ0. For α e i Π M and έ<E# Π M, we have (a) Π M'Φ0 and (b) Π AP
Φ0, and so A*BΠ M 2 ( φ ( i ) Π M'Φ0 since AT is a *-system. Hence M is a
*-system.
DEFINITION 2.6. An ideal P is said to be /-prime if either c(P) is an /-
system in R, or P=R.
As before, iff(a)=(a) for all <z in i?, the/-prime ideals coincide with the
*-prime ideals. But in general,/-prime ideals may not be *-prime for certain
choices of the ^-operation and the function/. In the associative case, an example
for this may be found in [3]. We now give an example in nonassociative case.
EXAMPLE 2.7. Let R be the free Jordan ring with an identity on free
generators x and y. If we take A*B=AUB for the [/-operation in i?, it is shown
that AUA=AA
2
 and AUA is an ideal of R for every ideal A in R (see [5]). Let
P—(x}ZJCx)=(x)(x)2, then P is not ζ)-prime since (x) is not contained in the ideal
P. For a fixed positive integer k, we define f(ά)=(a> yk) for all a in R. Let M'
= {y, y2, y*, }, then M' is a (J-system and Mf ΓΊ P = 0 since R is free. Hence
c(P) is an/-system with kernel M' and P is /-prime. This example shows that
an/-system may have different kernels.
Lemma 2.8. For any f-prime ideal P, f(a)*f(b)czP implies that a^P or
Proof. If a and b are in c(P)y f{a) Π c(P)' Φ 0 and/(ft) Π c(P)' Φ 0 for a kernel
)' of c(P). Since c(P)' is a *-system, f(a)*f(b) Π <P)7Φ0 and f(a)*f(b) is not
contained in P.
DEFINITION 2.9. Let 4^ be an ideal in R and let r(^4)={rei?| any /-
system containing r meets A}. Following [3], we call r(A) the/-radical of A.
We now prove the usual characterization of /-radicals.
Theorem 2.10. For an ideal A in R, the f-radical of A is the intersection
of all f-prime ideals in R containing A.
Proof. Let Π P f be the intersection of all the /-prime ideals containing A.
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If b (=c{Pi) for some iy b$r(A) since A Π c(P)=0. Hence r(A)^ Π P,.
1
•Conversely, if b$Ξr(A)y there exists an /-system M such that b^M but M
Π ^ = 0 . By Zorn's lemma, we find a maximal ideal P in R such that PΏ.A
but P Π M = 0 . We show that c(P) is an/-system; that is, P is/-ρrime. Let M
be a kernel of the /-system M. Since P Π M' Φ 0, M'+Pcί :(P) . First, to show
M'+P is a *-system, let A, B be ideals in R such that 4^ Π (M'+P)Φ0 and £ Π
(M'+P)Φ0. T h e n ( ^ + P ) Π M / Φ 0 and ( £ + P ) n M ' Φ 0 . Since M' is a *-
system, 0 Φ ( ^ + P ) * ( β + P ) Π M / c ( ^ * J δ + P ) Π M / . This implies that A*BΠ
(M'+P)Φ0, and hence M ' + P is a *-system. To see that M'-\-P is a kernel
of £(P), let a^c(P). By the maximality of P, f{ά)-\-P contains an element u in
M. Then/(tt)nM'Φ0 and let u'<=f(u) ft Mf. Since z/e/"(α)+P,/(w)c/ (α)+P
and so u'=c+d for c^f(a) and rfeP, thus c=uf—d is in M ' + P and /(tf)Π (M'
+ P ) Φ 0 . Hence c(P) is an /-system. Recalling that b(=c(P) and P ^ i , this
proves r(A)=f]Pi.
3. f-primary decompositions
In this section, we consider an analogue for nonassociative rings of primary
ideals and the uniqueness theorem of Lasker-Noether decomposition of ideals
in commutative, associative rings.
DEFINITION 3.1. A ^-operation is said to be left (or right) additive if (A+
B)*C^A*C+B*C (or A*(B+C)^A*B+A*C) for all ideals A, By C, in R.
The [/-operation in a Jordan ring is left-additive. More generally, let p(xy
yiy " ,yn) be an element in the free nonassociative ring on free generators xy yiy
"-yyn. If each monomial in p(xy yly ",yn) is °f degree > 1 in at least one oίy/s
and is of degree 1 in xy then A*B=p(Ay By •••, B) defines a left additive *-
operation. Examples for right additive ones are similarly obtained. In fact, if
we define A*' B = B*A for ideals Ay By then *
7
 is a right additive operation.
Henceforth we assume that all ^-operations are left-additive. By the
remark above, results for a right additive operation are entirely similar.
DEFINITION 3.2. For an ideal A in R and an element b in Ry the (left)
/-quotient A :b of A by b is defined as the subset of all elements x in R such that
f(x)*f(b) is contained in A. If B is an ideal of Ry we let A :B= Π (A :b).
A:b may be empty. For instance, let A*B=AB and f(a)=R for all a in R.
If R is a ring with R2=Ry then, for any proper ideal A in Ry we have A:b=0.
However, if A:bΦ0y A:b is an ideal containing A. In fact, let x^Aib and «G
Ay then x+a^f(x)+A and sof(x+a) ^f(x)+A. Recalling that * is left-additive
and Definition 2.1, we have/(*+a) *f(b)^(f(x)+A) *f(b)^f(x) *f(b)+A */(έ)
c A Hence (A:b)+A^A:b. If x and y are in A:by then f(x+y) *f(b)^(f(x)
-\-f(y)) *f(b)czA. This proves that A :b is an ideal of R containing A. We note
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that if f(a)=(a) for all a in R, A:bΦ0 for every ideal A and b since (0) */(&)=
(0).
DEFINITION 3.3. Let M be an/-system of R. Then a kernel ΛP of M is
said to be densed in M if, for any ideal A in R, Mf] -4Φ0 implies M'
If f(a)=(a) for all α in R and M is an/-system, every kernel of M is clearly
densed in M. But, in general, this is not the case. Let R be the Jordan ring in
Example 2.7. For the ideal P= (x)(x)2, c(P) is an/-system and M'={y, y2,
y\ •••.} is a kernel of c(P)> but we note that c(P)Π(^)Φ0 since (x)^P, while
(*)ΠM'=0.
Lemma 3.4. Lei 4^ αwrf 2? be ideals in R. Then we have
( i ) ifAc:Byr(A)czr(B),
(ii) r{r{A))=r{A\
(iii) */ erary f-system M in R has a kernel densed in M, r(A Π B)=r(A) Π ^(β).
Proof, (i) and (ii) are immediate from the definition of the radical. For
the proof of (iii), we note that we always have r(A Π B)^r(A) Π r{B). Let x now
be in r(A) Π r(B) and M be any/-system containing x. If Mf is a kernel of M
densed in it, Mf Π A Φ 0 and ΛΓ Π 5 Φ 0. Since ikF is a *-system, A*B Π M'Φ 0
and A*BΠM7c^4flfiflM'Φ0. Hence A Π JSΠMφ0 and Λ;er(^4 ΠB). This
proves (iii).
DEFINITION 3.5. An ideal Q in R is called (left) /-primary if
and tf
By Lemma 2.8 we see that every/-prime ideal in R is/-primary.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that every f-system in R has a kernel densed in it.
If Q and Qr are f-primary ideals in R such that r(Q)=r(Q'), then QΓiQ/ is also
f-primary and r(Q f] Q')=r(Q)=r(Q').
Proof. By definition, QPiQ' is clearly/-primary. By Lemma 3.4 (iii),
r(Q Π Q')=r(Q) Π r{Q>)=r{Q)=r{Q>).
Theorem 3.7. Suppose that the function f satisfies the condition:
( I ) For any ideals A and B in R, Bmr(A) implies A:B^0.
Then an ideal Q is f-primary if and only if Q:B=Q for all ideals B not contained
in r(Q).
Proof. Let Q be/-primary and B be an ideal not contained in r(Q). Let
flEβ but tf <$r(O), then by (I) Q:έΦ0. For any element a in Q:b,f(a)*f(b)^Qy
and since b$Ξr(Q)> a€ΞQ. Thus Q:b is contained in Q and this implies that Q
= Q:B since Q:B is an ideal containing Q and Q BςzQ b.
Conversely, suppose that/(α) * / ( ό ) ^ ρ and b<£ r(Q). Then/(ό)£r(ζ)) and
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ρ. Hence, for any element c in f(b)J\a) *f(c)^f(a) *f(b)^Q and so
a^Q '-f(b)=Q. Therefore, Q is /-primary.
Let A be an ideal of R. Suppose that A is represented as a finite
intersection A=Q1Γ\ Q2Γ\ ••• Π Qn of /-primary ideals Q{ (called an /-primary
decomposition of A). As in the associative case, an /-primary decomposition of
A is said to be irredundant if it satisfies the conditions:
( a ) No Qi contains the intersection of the other ones.
( b) The Qi have distinct/-prime radicals r(Q{).
If every/-system has a kernel densed in it, then, in view of Lemma 3.6,
each /-primary decomposition can be refined to irredundant one.
For the main theorem, we need the conditions (I) and
(II) for any/-primary ideal Q in R, Q:Q=R.
Conditions (I) and (II) hold in cast f(a)=(a) for all a in R. In fact, let A
be any ideal in Ry then for x in R and a in A, (x) * (α)^(x) Π (α)<Ξ=A and so A:A
=R, and hence (II). Condition (I) is trivial. Conditions (I) and (II) are not
true in general.
EXAMPLE 3.8. Let R be the free Jordan ring in Example 2.7. L,etf(α)=
(α, y) for all α in R. Then P=(x)(x)2 is/-prime and so/-primary. To see P:0
= 0 , suppose that P:OΦ0, then P:0 is an ideal and so f{Q)Uf^=(y){y)2(^P, a
contradiction. Hence P:P=0. Also P:(y)=0 and (y)^r{P)=P.
We now state an analogue of the uniqueness theorem of Lasker-Noether
decomposition in commutative, associative rings.
T h e o r e m 3.9. Let R be α nonαssociαtive ring where α left additive *-
operation and the function f are defined and (I) and (II) hold. Suppose that every
f-system in R has a kernel densed in it. If an ideal A admits an f-primary
decomposition and
are two irredundant f -primary decompositions for A, then m=n and for a suitable
ordering of the Q{ and Qj we have r(Qi)=r(Q/i) for all i.
The proof depends on Lemma 3.6, Theorem 3.7, (II), and on the
following easy properties:
( 1 ) if A^B, A:C^B:C,
(2) if B^CyA:B^>A:C,
(3) (AnB):C=(A:C)f](B:C)
for ideals A, B, C in R. Hence the proof is essentially the same as in [3] and
we shall omit it.
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